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Trickling filter (TF) has been one of the pioneers in wastewater treatment system. Due to its low power consumption and the global concern for sustainable development, the cleaner technology is trending towards more eco–friendly treatment system. In this TF system, it is an attached growth process, meaning, the system employs the microorganisms that grow on media to remove pollutants once the wastewater is in contact with the media which contains populated microorganisms. The media contained in the TF system used in this research is termed as spherical hollow celluloid in hexagonal close – packed (HCP) arrangement. Light – weight and with aplenty voids, the media serve as a durable and low maintenance mean for the microorganisms to propagate. Several types of pollutants were studied during the course of this research but the main emphasis was on nitrogenous compounds and the ability of the TF system to remove these pollutants. Prior to experimental runs, the TF system underwent start – up process, a duration which the microorganisms started to grow on the exterior and interior of the media. Under controlled dissolved oxygen (DO) level and at favorable pH during the commencement of the experimental works, the TF system was able to reject the pollutants satisfactorily, even surpassing the performance that of conventional TF systems.